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The advent of personal computers (PC) has resulted in a flexible and low-cost solution for the control and 
acquisition of data from spectrum scanner used with optical telescopes. The PC enables user-friendly 
dialogue for instrument set-up, provides flexibility in modes of operation (sequential or random scans), 
on-line display of spectrum build-up and storage of data as files in secondary storage media. This paper 
describes the hardware and software interfaces of an IBM compatible PC to a spectrum scanner developed for 
the 1 metre telescope at the Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur. The performance of the instrument is also 
discussed with examples. 

1 Introduction 
In a spectrum scanner, the star light is dispersed by 

a grating into its different spectral components, 
which are recorded by'suitable electronic devices. 
Several spectrum scanners have been reported in 
literaturel •2 • These were based on the state of art 
computers available at those times. Minicomputers 

like HP 2114 B (SK, 16 bit, 2J.1s) were employed with 
limitation on primary memory; the application 
programs were written in assembly code making it 
difficult to modify programs when necessary. 
Data-dumps were provided on not so dependent 
paper tape medium. The advent of personal 
computers (PC) has provided a flexible and a 
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low-cost solution for such applications. In this 
paper, we describe an IBM compatible PC interface 
for control and data acquisition for the spectrum 
scanner3 in use with the 1 metre telescope. 

2 Hardware Description 
A PC-XT (640KB RAM, 20MB disk) is used for 

the scanner control. The foHowing three interj~lce 
cards are employed for the operation oHhe scanner. 
1. A digital Input/Output card 
2. A gated pulse counter card with multiplexer 
3. A translator card for stepper motor drive 

The spectrum scanner is implemented using these 
three interface cards and Fig. I, shows the 
interconnection between these components. 

2.1 Digital I/O card 
The digital input/output (I/O) card supports up to 

16 digital inputs and 16 digital outputs. It is known as 
Digiana card and is available from .M/s Keonics 
Magnavision Ltd. The digital inputs and outputs are 
each addressed as two bytes. The input port reads the 
pulse counter information and the address 
assignment corresponds to locations 300 and 301 in 
Hexadecimal. The output port address resides at 
location 300 in Hexadecimal. The bit allocations are 
as follows. DO and Dl provide the 'reset' and 'gate' 
signals to the pulse counter card. D2 forms the 'word 
select' signal to select the high/low (8/16 bit) word 
from the 24-bit pulse counter. D3 and D4 bits provide 
respectively the direction control and the step pulses 
to the stepper-motor. The assignment of various 
signals related to the I/O registers is shown in Fig. 2. 
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p rammed Data Transfer technique. Since the 
i:;~t instruction can only read a ~ord of 16 bit at a 
time, a multiplexing arrangement IS used to. read the 
24-bit counter value. The 'word select bit se~ects 
·ther the 'high word' or 'low byte' to read at a hme. el . h . 

The pulse counter interface arrangement IS s own In 

Fig. 3. 

2.3 Translator card 
The computer provides pulses that cause the 

stepper motor to move the grating which scans a series 
of wavelengths. The program. specifies the number 
ofsteps to move and the direction (03 and D~ bits of 
word register 300H). The translator card proVides the 
necessary power level boosting through power 
transistors to drive the stepper motor coils. 

3 Data Acquisition and Display 
The spectrum is obtained in increments of lOA by 

moving the grating in steps. A maximum of 400 points 
on the spectrum can be measured. The entire scanning 
operation is under the control of the computer 
program. The various parameters of scans such as 
integration time, range of scan and the total number 
of scans to be made can be specified for each object via 
keyboard. Other pertinent data like the object 
identification, fil ter used, start time, end time are also 
stored as a file in the computer. After every scan the 
spectrum is displayed on a monitor screen for visual 
inspection. One salient feature in scanning is the 
optional random-mode, in which randomly 
separated channels of wavelengths can be scanned. 

4 Software Description 
The instrument control and data acquisition is 

written in Turbo-Pascal. Due to its structure, the 
program is modular and provides easy readability 
and amenability to make changes to suit different 
application requirements. The various standard 
procedures and functions available from the 
language are widely used in the scanner programs. 

The program is implemented using the following 
procedures: 

1. Channel adjustment routine 
2. Gate generation routine 
3. Data acquisition routine 
4. Display routine 
5. Print routine 
6. Hold routine 
7. Data storage routine 

4.1 Channel adjustment routine 

Spectrum range is divisible into 400 channels and 
any POrtion of the whole range can be selected initially 

for the study. This initial adjustment of channel is 
made through user commands. The number of pulses 
routed to stepper motor and the direction of 
movement is specified in the command. The form of 
the call for the stepper motor movement is 

movestepmotor (n: Integer; direction: char); 

where 

'n' specifies the number of steps to be moved and 
'direction' specifies the movement direction. 1fit is 'f , 
the stepper motor moves in clockwise direction and 
if it is 'b', counterclockwise movement is selected. The 
command is terminated when number 'zero' is 
entered. 

4.2 Gate generation 

The PC generates the 'gate' pulse using a delay 
routine, the duration of which is specified by the user. 
Delay is provided as one of the standard procedures in 
Turbo-Pascal and the syntax is as below. 

Delay (Time) 

This procedure creates a loop which runs for as 
many milliseconds as defined by its argument 'Time', 
which must be an integer. The gating interval 
corresponds to the integration time for which the 
PMT pulses are counted. 

4.3 Data acquisition routine 

'Channel-list' contains an array of up to 400 data 
giving channel addresses to be scanned. The 
corresponding 'count-interval' array holds the 
integer vaLues of the integration time units, while the 
'time-units' array holds the corresponding time 
informatiorras millisecond (character 'm') or second 
(character's') units. The scan program moves the 
stepper motor from the first channel to the last 
channel by selecting the addresses from the channel 
list array. At each address' a gate-signal 
corresponding to the integration time unit is 
generated, before moving the stepper motor to the 
next address. A reset signal is applied preceding the 
gate-signal to ensure that the pulse counters are 
initialized to zero values before any counting. At the 
end of the gate-signal, the pulse counter values are 
read The 24-bi t counter values are read into the PC in 
two ~teps. First the 'word select' signal selects the low 
word (16 low bits) and then reads the high byte (8 bits). 
These count values are stored in a data array of up to 
400 point real numbers. The display routine presents 
the count values versus channel number to the 
graphic display. During the successive scans, ~he 
count values are accumulated to the respectIve 
channels and the spectra presented in the display 
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build up. This build-up 
mmed number of scans arc 

progra . "h' '. ·1, 
I t Program ilow-c <irt IS ~!10\\1l compe e 

4.4 Display routine 

(a) Graphic display 
The PC displays the spectrum 

monitor screen, as a graph • 
against waveIe~gth. (channel 
resolution graphics gl'ves tt 
(X-axis) by 200 p~xe!s 
Each pixel can dIsplay a 
channelsareeasiiy accommodated on the 
maximum permissible 

(b) Normalization . 
Up to 200 pixels arc avadahlc ~m 

accommodate the count But 
of count values rna y be father 
the actual count values, a 
needed. The Y -coordinate (in 
the origin) will be a ftmction: 

Round [(count value minimum 
(maximum value - minimum 
(V-axis length) 

To this procedure, the data army 
and the maximum normalized 
submitted. A nomlalizcd data array is 
output from this procedure. 

(c) Display procedure 
The two function calls 

Turbo-Pascal are: 

(i) Draw (xl, yI, x2. 

draws a straight line between 
coordinates (xl, yl) and 
(ii) Plot (x, y): 

plots a single point on the screen. 

points 

on the 

from 

by 

Pixel coordinates are given by x (hmi7ont .. li) and y 
(vertical). Coordinate (0,0) is at the top left corner of 
the screen. 

Channel·list and Difarray are two holding 
the list of channel addresses and the normalil.ed l,xnmt 
values. The display procedure jl,)ins two dat;.! 
with straight lines, if the siUccessive 'next channel' 
number follows the 'previous' channel. If the 
channels are isolated, then procedure plots the 
two values as points. 

4.5 Print rouUDe 

A hard copy of the spectrum can be on a 

using this routine. Here again, a 
procedure is carried out before 

printing. Ifncccssary rescaling can be done to suit the 
requirements. This helps the observer to 

lines better. 

4.t'! Bold routine 

L1ser can take over the control from PC and 
the operation of the system using the'hcrld' 

control is useful to suspend data 
temporarily, like when clouds pa'ss by. 

During the 'hold' mode the user can abort, display 
sp\.!l..:tra, print or store the results as desired by 
sdcc!ing appropriate command. The flow-chart for 

entire scan (}pcration is shown in Fig. 4. 

4.7 I)atll ~tQrage 

s.rcctral data are saved on to the disk, after all 
St:ans are completed, under a file-name specified 
the u!>cr. The tHe is organised as records with the 

l~)liowing Helds. 

cmmncnts 
ohject name 
pmt-identify 
slit-width 
filter 
sthr 
stmin 
stscc 

c{scc 
ch:mnellist 

: string [&0]; 
: string [10]; 
: string [10]; 
: string [IO}; 
: string [l0}; 
: integer; 

specify starting 
and ending time 
(hour, minute and 
second) 

: array (1 .. .400J of integer; 
total scans : integer; 
count intervals : array [1, .. 400] of integer; 
tirnc units : array [1 .. .400} of clear; 

: array [1...400} of real; 

In addition. if the number of scans is greater than ten, 
the system automatically stores the data at the end of 
cVl~ry tenth scan in a temporary file. This feature is 
particularly useful during long ex.posures to recover 
d~Ha, tm the last tenth scan on power failures. 

5 Performance of the Instrument 
We monitored the instrumental performance for 

nights during the period August '88 to 
J.anuary'89. Initially an EMI 9658 tube was used and 
was later replaced by a more efficient RCA C31034. A 
new fi.lbrylens was made to match its smaller photo 
cathode. The repeatability of channel position 
accuracy over many tens of scans was found to be very 
good in both the sequential and random modes. 
There was no channel shift at alL Backlash was 
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Fig, 5-The scan of Orion nebula with the entrance slit centred (m a region near the trap.:zium ~.Thc well known emission 
lines are indicated.) 
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Fig, 6-The scan of y Gerninorum. an AO type star 

eliminated by the use of an anti-backlash gear for 
coupling the stepper motor to the grating. Hg or Ne 
lamps were used for wavelength calibration. We 
observed a few objects and the results were very 
satisfactory; Fig. 5 shows the scan on Orion nebula 
with a rectangular slit centred near the trapezium. 
The well known lines have been identified. The{N II] 
lines at 6548A and 6584A are blended with the H'l' 
since we had used a 600 lines(mm grating in the I order 
and an exit slit width of20X (The channel width in the 
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Fig."7 The II, in cmissilm of the shell star HD 72754 

at W,!\). Simihtrly, the [S Uj lines 6717X 
and I arc merged together. 

Sc • .ms of r Gt.:minorum, an AO type star are shown 
in Fig. 6. The s.trong i~almer absorption lines ~~~nd 
HI! are shown. In 7, we L'an see the H(l in enuSSlOn 

in the shell star HD We also chec~ed t~e 
performance in random scan mode WIth t. e 

.' (·d· gnostIc) channels :relc\.:\cd knowll emiSSion . la 
lines of a pbneta.ry nebula. This mode thus saves t~~ 
time s.pent on unwanted channels a 
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Fig, 8--The PC and the lI1!crfa.:c unit ttl tilt: ,.::anrwr 

therefore is very useful in reducing the. tota~ lime ot~ 
observation on a single objt."Ct. The on-Imc tbs~lay nt, 
the spectrum getting u~ated upon compkl,H)n of 
every scan and the prot~hon of da~a col h.!~tl!~ In case 
of unexpected power fat~ure arcq~l te us~t.t11 k~t~n:~: 
which enhance ease of obsenat!()f1s. I he J ( X T 
(with 4 MHz clock) used by us t~)ok ahout 7.sc~onds to 
refresh the display at the end of each sea n, fhls could 
be reduced easily by a factor of 4 with PC'AT 
operating at 16 MHz clock. 

6 ConclmioD 
We have shown that a PC provides flexihle and 

H:r-;a ti Ie instrument control and data acquisition for 
111l~ -;pet:trulll scanner. Our system (see Fig. 8) has been 
Ilperatillnal with the I metre telescope at Vainu 
B'!PPll Observatory, Kavalur, since August 1988. 
ThllU~h this unit was mainly developed for spectrum 
-.cannr.:r experiments, it can he easily adapted for use 
a-; a phllhlfll:Ounter or data acquisition system for 
lll.:cultation stutlics, with some changes in software 
while thl~ hardware system essentially remains the 
"ame. For persons interested in these programs, the 
software t:an be provided by the authors on request. 
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